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A Heuristic Method For Logistics Supply Chain
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Abstract: The major issue in green edible agricultural products (GEAPS) logistics supply chain is to identify the suitable mechanisms to develop
logistics processes that controlled by various independent farmers and third party logistics companies in south India to optimize the total minimal cost
and risk control mechanisms. A heuristic method is proposed to develop and effectively control the logistics and supply chain risk factor and cost
reduction.
Keywords: Logistics Supply Chain Risk Control, Green Edible Agricultural Products(GEAPS), Independent Farmers, Third Party Logistics Companies,
Risk Factor and Cost Reduction.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Supply chain hazard administration and flexibility are hotcatch subjects in the business. Be that as it may, minute
supply chain substances don't see how strength identifies
with chance administration and what it implies for
enhancing centre around the supply chain. As the Supply
chain keeps on developing in multifaceted nature and
control, the open doors for issues and different occasions to
affect tasks adversely will subsequently develop.
Accordingly, Supply chain elements need to see how
chance administration and strength applies to both great
and awful circumstances and how an association can
enhance Supply chain hazard administration and flexibility
forms. Hazard is characterized as anything which may
affect a business activities, normally in a negative way. Be
that as it may, this does not really suggest that something
terrible happened. For instance, one hazard could be a
sudden increment sought after for an item. Therefore,
administrators at the organization swing to assembling and
the supply chain with a specific end goal to expand
generation. Nonetheless, what happens if the organization
can't deal with this expansion sought after and loses clients,
honesty, and brand notoriety therefore? This is the place
supply chain chance administration becomes an integral
factor, and flexibility is practically identical to the
continuation of hazard administration in the wake of tending
to a given hazard.

GREEN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS IN
INDIAN CONTEXT
India was among the primary creating nations to embrace
cultivating techniques under the "Green Revolution" in the
mid of time period 1960s. This has been supported and
extended all through the nation. In fact, India wound up
independent in sustenance creation inside a moderately
limited ability to focus time in the wake of propelling the
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"Green Revolution." The choice to embrace the "Green
Revolution" was encouraged by the exceptional dry spell
condition in 1966. Subsequently, the nation needed to
import substantial amounts of nourishment grains from
outside nations at a tremendous cost or look for sustenance
help from well-disposed nations. Grain imports, which
arrived at the midpoint of around 5.9 million tons for each
year amid the mid of year 1960s, achieved a high record of
10.4 million tons in 1966. India wound up in the sort of
circumstance in which Eritrea and numerous other African
nations get themselves today. Restricted remote trade
implied that India had no option yet to look for nourishment
help from well-disposed nations. For instance, the United
States provided 8.4 million of the 10.4 million tons imports
to India in the year of 1966. The rest of got as wheat and
products of wheat from Canada, at that point USSR, and
Australia. This circumstance provoked the administration to
advance in and devise another approach – another rural
procedure for expanding the rural generation inside the
briefest conceivable time and for limiting changes in
agrarian creation by virtue of negative climate conditions. In
this manner, India's Ministry of Agriculture declared the
New Strategy of Agricultural Development in August 1965.
This new methodology came to be recognized as the
"Green Revolution." The goals of the "Green Revolution"
were to: (1) make accessible the essential contributions to
adequate amounts; (2) empower interest in manure plants
and the assembling of agrarian hardware; (3) distinguish
and facilitate rural research exercises to raise profitability;
(4) escalate rural augmentation benefit in chosen territories;
(5) give sufficient credit to the agriculturists who will develop
assortments of oats and embrace the fitting homestead
practices; and (6) execute a generation situated oat value
approach.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Ordinary streamlining of the agriculture based products
supply chain centres on how to expand the monetary
advantages. Xiao et al. (2008) connected the CIF (Cost
Insurance and Freight) plan of action to research the effects
of transport deferral, cost, and cleanness of agricultural
items on the supply chain, therefore contriving a costsharing system to upgrade its related monetary
advantages. This study develops articles focused on issues
of agrarian items new sustenance supply to offer proposals
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for furthermore ponders. A bit of the unquestionable
examinations in rural items crisp sustenance supply, for
instant, by Perez et al. (2009) highlighted the multifaceted
design related with the pork supply chain to get the idea of
pork things. Ahumada and Villalobos (2009) propounded on
the utilization of masterminding models in the rural support
supply chain. The standard duties of this overview were in
the turf of age, movement, and foreseeing horticultural
sustenance. Pathumnakul et al. (2009) additionally
considered the variables of specialized development and
occasional market requests, thus advancing the supply
chain of new shrimps in Thailand to limit the capacity cost.
With respect to vulnerabilities in efficiency. Raab et al.
(2011) included the written work overview and novel
temperature watching structures and its troubles, and the
master encounter was associated with system originators of
temperature checking in the meat production network. The
piece of the supplier is crucial in the supply chain (Yadav
and Sharma, 2015) and it ends up being more essential if
there ought to emerge an event of the sustenance
production network. In this way, a fitting supplier decision
process is a need (Yadav and Sharma, 2015). Bohle et al.
(2010) connected strong advancement to the supply chain
of wine grapes and built up an ideal grape gathering
booking. Manning(2013) concentrated on corporate and
purchaser social obligation in the food store network.
Bosona and Gebresenbet (2013) drove a broad written
work review on the support traceability system which gets a
handle on the drivers, descriptions, benefits, preventions,
progressions, change and execution of the sustenance
trace ability structure. Thus, Paksoy et al. (2012) thought
about creation, transport limit, and the vulnerabilities in
advertise request to upgrade the palatable vegetable oil
supply chain. Attributable to the perishable idea of
agricultural products. Dües et al. (2013) concentrated on
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the connection and associations among Thin and Green
supply chain organization sharpens. Shukla and Jharkharia
(2013) inspected the written work on the fresh make supply
chain organization. This review was done purposely by
social affair the present sureness’s and organizing it from
inconvenience setting, framework, and the thing. Also, the
overview was similarly assembled when of generation and
geographic region. Siddh et al. (2015) presented a whole
evaluation on the idea of the unpreserved support supply
chain which included that information organization,
indispensable organization, vital organization, viability, ask
for assessing and store arrange coordination are a bit of the
essential issues. De Keizer et al. (2015) consolidated multitarget enhancement and discrete occasion reproduction to
update the supply chain and decrease the budgetary
hazard. Kamalahmadi and Parast (2016) focused on
investigate headway in supply chain adaptability which gets
a handle on the wander and supply chainquality definitions,
supply chain adaptability principles, and supply chain
flexibility procedures. You et al. (2016) presented an
overview of written work in e-business coordination in the
supply chain organization from perspective series
perspective. Together with overlapping techniques, overall
use and indeterminate models are considered in this paper.
Soto-Silva et al. (2016) additionally enhanced the
organizational instrument of the agricultural products supply
chain to moderate the rot of agricultural products. Zhang
and Li (2016) focused on immense data for the supply
chain organization in the organization and supply areas:
troubles, opening and future assumptions .It can be done
by checking the above letters that there is none of the
written work observation articles in the previous
investigation on crisp nutritional supply of agricultural
materials.

Table No: 1 - DECISION VARIABLES
Xint
Xdistance
Ydistance
Xc-docks
Xpro
Xt
Xrt

Initial Constraints
Starting node
Ending node
Cross docks
Procurement Point
Transporter
Retailer Point

T
aj
bj
cj
dj
Pr(A)
mj and nj

Time Duration
Constraint for Cross docks
Constraint for Procurement Point
Constraint for Transporter
Constraint for Retailer Point
Probability
Origins
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MODEL ESTABLISHMENT

HEURISTIC ALGORITHM
The costs involved to supply products from procurement
point to retailer point, which can be formulated as
𝑚𝑖𝑛 = {𝑋𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝑋𝑐 − 𝑋𝑐 − 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 + 𝑋𝑝𝑟𝑜 + 𝑋𝑡 + 𝑋𝑟𝑡}
(1)
Subject to
𝑋𝑐 − 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 = ∑ 𝑋𝑐 − 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠, 𝑎𝑗 ∶ 𝑋𝑝𝑟𝑜 = ∑ 𝑋𝑝𝑟𝑜, 𝑏𝑗
(2)
𝑋𝑡 = ∑ 𝑋𝑡, 𝑐𝑗 , 𝑋𝑟𝑡 = ∑ 𝑋𝑟𝑡, 𝑑𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∑ 𝑐𝑗 = 1
(3)
∑ 𝑑𝑗 = ∑ 𝑎𝑗, ∑ 𝑐𝑗 𝑑𝑗 ≤ 𝑚𝑗 ∀ 𝑗 and ∑ 𝑎𝑗 𝑐𝑗 ≤ 𝑛𝑗 ∀ 𝑗
(4)

Minimized, the logistics operating cost to operate Xt
procurement point to Xrt retailers point, the cost of supply
Xint from the procurement point to retailers point capacity of
the cross dock to handle GEAPS product groups, the
capacity of the Xc-docks can be reduced based on th Xt.
1 𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑑
𝒂𝒋 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
1 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑑
𝒃𝒋 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
1 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑑
𝒄𝒋 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
1 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑑
𝒅𝒋 =
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
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The objective function of such logistics risk factors are
minimized in terms of total cost incurred for procurement,
logistics and manpower from procurement point Xpro to
retailers point Xrt.
𝑚𝑖𝑛 = {𝑋𝑖𝑛 = 𝑋𝑐 − 𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑠 + 𝑋𝑝𝑟𝑜 + 𝑋𝑡 + 𝑋𝑟𝑡}
(5)
𝑋𝑖𝑛𝑡 = ∑ 𝑎𝑗, 𝑏𝑗, 𝑐𝑗, 𝑑𝑗
(6)
The unbiased function of such decisions is
to reduce the overall costs including starting node, ending
node, cross docks, procurement point, transporter and
retailer point.
∑ 𝑎𝑗 = ∑ 𝑏𝑗, ∑ 𝑏𝑗 = ∑ 𝑐𝑗, ∑ 𝑐𝑗 = ∑ 𝑑𝑗, ∑ 𝑎𝑗 = ∑ 𝑐𝑗,
∑ 𝑎𝑗 = ∑ 𝑑𝑗, ∑ 𝑏𝑗 = ∑ 𝑑𝑗(7)
Where Xint, T, Xdistance, aj, Ydistance, bj, Xc-docks, cj,
Xpro, dj, Xt, Pr(A), Xrt, mj and nj respectively.

CONCLUSIONS
This research paper focuses on logistics supply chain risk
control of green edible agricultural products (GEAPS) in
south-Indian context by using heuristic method. The
proposed heuristic method had applied in a logistics and
supply chain management software programming for green
edible agricultural products (GEAPS) in south-Indian
context. The cost and time optimization identified and
model has been developed based on the constraints. The
entire proposed objective function of such logistics risk
factors are minimized in terms of total cost incurred for
procurement, logistics and manpower from procurement
point to retailers point for green edible agricultural products
(GEAPS) in south-Indian context.
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